Image #1

*Image Analysis:* What do you think is going on in this picture? Which person, thing, or event does this image relate to (which Word Wall term)?
**Image #2**

*Image Analysis:* What do you think is going on in this picture? Which person, thing, or event does this image relate to (which Word Wall term)?

- **Proposal submitted to clerk.**
- **Copies of bill given to legislators (house or senate).**
- **Bill assigned to committee.**
- **Committee considers bill and may hold public meetings.**
- **Bill voted out of committee and sent to chamber...**
- **Bill is assigned to committee...**
- **Certified bill is sent to other chamber (senate or house) for consideration.**
- **Legislators debate bill, may make changes, and vote on passage.**
- **Bill voted out of committee and sent to chamber (house or senate).**
- **Legislators debate bill, may make changes, and vote on passage.**
- **If passed in same form, bill is sent to governor.**
- **Governor may sign bill, veto it, or let it become law without signature.**
- **If vetoed, the legislature may, by two-thirds vote of each house, override the veto and the bill becomes law.**
Image #3

Image Analysis: What do you think is going on in this picture? Which person, thing, or event does this image relate to (which Word Wall term)?

Mayor-Council Forms of Government

Voters

Council
Has executive and legislative powers

Mayor
Limited executive authority. Presides over council meetings

Departments
Water, Police, Finance, Parks, and Recreation carry out policy

Voters

Council
Determines government policy. Responsible for raising revenue.

Mayor
Has executive and legislative powers. Proposes budget and has veto powers

Departments
Water, Police, Finance, Parks, and Recreation carry out policy
Image Analysis: What do you think is going on in this picture? Which person, thing, or event does this image relate to (which Word Wall term)?
Image Analysis: What do you think is going on in this picture? Which person, thing, or event does this image relate to (which Word Wall term)?

System of Checks and Balances
Among the Branches of Government

EXECUTIVE
- Determines if acts are constitutional
- Appoints to fill vacancies
- Vetoes calls special sessions
- Impeaches, overrides vetoes, confirms appointments

LEGISLATIVE
- Impeaches, proposes constitutional changes
- Interprets laws, determines if constitutional

JUDICIAL
- Interprets laws, determines if constitutional

Determine if this image relates to the concept of checks and balances among the branches of government.